
Our Price: £40

Zedlock S25G3 Metal Gate Lock
16-S25G3

Description

Zedlock S25G3 Gate Lock
Securing properties since 2011, the Zedlock long throw gate locks are ideal for securing a wide range of metal & wooden gates for your garden, driveway, field or property
and offer an enhanced deterrent over traditional  padlock & chain.

The S25G3 is purposely designed for metal gates with a 25 x 50mm (1" x 2") frame at the slam end and features a three-lever deadlock mechanism, galvanised steel lock
case and sliding bolt.

Straightforward to fit, can be bolted or welded to the gate frame and fitted to Springbolt, Sliding Bolt or D-loop type gates.

Supplied with two keys along with handle extension, hole cutter and allen keys. Additional keys can be cut at your local key cutting centre.

Compatible with Bateman Cattleyard; Century; Ashcombe & Half Mesh gates, IAE Asbourne Plus, National Box End, Big Bar Plus, Five Rail Half Mesh & Eight Rail
Premier.

Also suitable for Ritchie gates though minor modifications may be required to the spring bolt hole.

Can be key-aliked meaning one key can fit multiple locks. Key-alike Zedlocks in any mix (from the three-lever range) should be ordered via customer services.

Like this Zedlock Metal Field Gate Lock? Why not browse more products in our Farming & Equestrian range.

Be sure to follow us on Facebook to keep up-to-date with our latest news, offers & promotions.

https://www.facebook.com/EDUlting/?fref=ts
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Attributes Contact us
Ernest Doe is a long established family firm with a network of branches in the
South and East of England. Managing Director Colin Doe is the fourth generation
of the family to have run the business in its 100+ years of trading.

The firm supplies an incredible amount of machinery; from garden mowers and
chain saws to combine harvesters and construction excavators. Our philosophy is
simple to supply the best products and then to support them with the service
facilities and expertise to keep them running perfectly.

Tel. +44 (0)1245 383565

Ernest Doe & Sons Limited
Ulting,
Maldon,
Essex
CM9 6QH


